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Architecture in South-East Asia 
2: Indonesia 

Indonesia is the second country to be covered in 
this series of articles which explores the con
temporary architecture of South-East Asia. 
This populous region, of some 300 million 
inhabitants, is one rif the most rapidly expand
ing areas of the world - both in terms of 
economy and building. It also has a great 
diversity rif architecture about which very little 
has been written. It is the intention rif this 
series to act as an introduction to the architectu
ral issues faced by the South-East Asian na
tions illustrated by some of the more interesting 
built solutions. 

T oday's architecture in In
donesia is a complex phe
nomenon. Architects are 
attempting to solve pro
blems of housing, offices, 
factories and government 

buildings in specific social conditions, 
which have been determined by heter
ogeneous forces over the last centuries 
Cities, villages and buildings in various 
parts of the archipelago reflect different 
influences from China, India and Europe 
as well as the overall dominating influ
ences of modem'\ionstruction methods in 
general. In this sense Indonesia is typical 
of the Third World. It represents not only 
the manifestation of different technolo
gies but also many of the inherent un
solved problems conceming cultural 
identity versus technology transfer. 

Indonesia is a large country with a 
population of more than 150 million in
habitants; in terms of population the 5th 
largest country in the world. The densely 
populated country includes some 13,600 
islands (most of them uninhabited), with 
a total square mile area of 788,430. The 
population is composed of more than 
360 tribal groups each with their own 
identity. Ninety percent of the popula
tion is Muslim, five percent Christian and 
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three percent Hindu, the last concentrated 
on Bali. The state is governed from the 
capital Jakarta, which has a population of 
more than 7 million. Other major cities 
are Surabaya (more than 2 million) , Ban
dung (2-million), Medan (more than 1.5 
million) 'and Semarang (1 million). The 
elected head of state is General Suharto. 
From the earliest times the local popula
tion, mostly Malays and Papuan, was 
confronted with influences from outside, 
such as Hinduism and Buddhism from 
India, Islam from Arabia and other cultu
ral and religious influences from China 
and Europe, the latter predominantly 
Portuguese and Dutch. Dutch Colonial 
rule lasted nearly three hundred and fifty 
years, from 1596 until 1945, manifesting 
itself in buildings that are a blend of 
Dutch architectural language and Indone
sian vernacular in harmony with the 
dominant climatic conditions. Two out
standing examples are the old campus of 

McLaine Pont: IHStitute oj Technology, Band~tng, 
old campus. Photograph: U. Kultermann. 



the Institute of Technology in Bandung 
(lTB) by the Dutch architect McLaine 
Pont and the old colonial government 
centre in Bandung by the architect]. Ger
ber, to which new administration wings 
recently have been added by the architect 
Sudibyo Pr. 

After long and often heroic struggles 
the country became independent in 1945, 
facing new problems of unprecedented 
dimensions. In his address at Gadjah 
Mada University in Jogjakarta, Moham
mad Hatta, one of Indonesia's founding 
fathers, in 1956 said with a strong sense of 
self-criticism: "I am not straying too far 
from the truth when I say that as long as 
we were under colonial domination we 
did not lack ideals, but that these ideals 
have become rather shapeless since we 
gained our independence". (Mohammad 
Hatta: "Past and Future", address at Gad
jah Mada University at Jogjakarta, 1956.) 

A rchitecture in Indonesia 
today is part of the gener
al problem of constitut
ing the identity of a mod
em country with link
ages to its own past. 

Architects face the challenge of finding an 
articulation for the country's new tasks 
and at the same time regaining access to a 
rich local tradition. Education in this con
text is of major importance, and in 1954 
the first department for the education of 
architects (who earlier had to go to 
Europe for their professional studies) the 
lTB was founded, producing its first 
graduates in 1958. Today other schools of 
architecture exist in Jakarta and Semar
ang, the latter, Katholic Institute of Tech
nology (lTKS) was founded as a private 
institution in 1973. 

The number of practising architects in 
Indonesia is still comparatively very 
small, and according to the Ikatan Arsitek 
Indonesia (lAl), the local Institute of 
Architects, is around 2,100. The archi
tectural profession operates mainly in 
large offices such as Atelier 6, Gubahlaras, 
P.T. Kakrea International, Pembangunan 
Jaya and Studio T. Nearly 70% of all 
building complexes are government 
comIIllSSlons. 

The leading architects mostly work 
for the large firms; for example Atelier 6, 
founded in 1969 by six graduates of the 
Bandung Institute of Technology, is 
associated with Darmavan Prawirohard
jo, Adhi Moersid, Nurrochman Siddhar
ta and Robi Sularto; Gubahlaras with 
architects such as Suyudi and Arifin 

Soeradhiningrat; Studio T with Hindro 
Tjajono SoemaIjan; Pembangunan Jaya 
with Ciputra; and P.T. Kakrea Interna
tional with Iman Sunario. 

As in all other countries, the question 
of cultural identity is crucial also in In
donesia, and it is neither theoretically nor 
practically easy to solve. The Indonesian 
architect Yuswadi Saliya, head of the 
school of architecture at the Institute of 
Technology in Bandung, questioned the 
term in general. Saliya claims that cultural 
identity can only be something that fol
lows someone's actions, that it should 
not be seen as a goal or an end in itself 
(Yuswadi Saliya: "Notes on Architectural 
Identity in the Cultural Context", MIMAR 
19, 1986). 

Adhi Moersid combined in his 
approach of tradition the continuation of 
architecture of the past with the creation 
of symbols: "Traditional architecture 
tried basically to reconstruct a series of 
components with symbolic content". 
(Arsitektur Dengan Sentuhan Tradision
al, Eksekutif, September 1984, p. 5). The 
old Indonesian symbolism of heaven, 
man and earth, as well as relevant settle
ment patterns, such as the Kampung 
Naga Village with its distinct organisa
tion of individual residences, village hall 
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Top: J. Gerber: Colonial government complex, 
Bandung. 
Above: Sudibyo PI': Extension to government com
plex, Bandung. 
Photographs: U. Kultermann. 

and ceremonial centre, is still to be in
vestigated not only for its historical rele
vance but also for its significance for the 
essence of a new contemporary 
architecture in harmony with the past. 
One of the most important tasks of con
temporary architects in Indonesia and 
elsewhere is the regaining of the cultural 
consciousness of the country and its crea
tive exploitation for present-day needs. 

Many buildings of the firm Atelier 6, 
of which Moersid is one of the directors, 
are indicative of the general attempt to 
encompass traditional elements in con
temporary buildings. However, the de
grees with which this is done can differ 
intensively according to the problem in 
question. In regard to hotel buildings, 
recreational facilities and housing a tradi
tional approach is evident. The Nusa Dua 
Beach Hotel (1980-1983) on Bali is a 
prominent example. The 450 room resort 
hotel by the architect Darmavan Prawir
ohardjo programmatically incorporates 
elements from the Balinese tradition, 
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Photographs on this page illustrate Darmavan 
Prawirohardjo and Atelier 6: Nusa Dua Beach 
Hotel,Bali (1983) 

most significantly old Balinese roof 
forms which are brought in harmony 
with the requirements of a three-storey 
modem hotel complex. 

In religious buildings, such as modem 
mosques, the symbolic element of tradi
tion is even more evident. Hariyanto 
Sudikontoro's mosque Said Naum in 
Kebon Kacang, Jakarta, takes from the 
old Joglo, a Javanese type of house with 
its tharacteristic roof form. Sudikontoro, 
who is a member of Atelier 6, is con
cerned with elements of local tradition 
through which, in the opinion of the 
architect, qualities of religious content can 
be communicated, even as in this case, a 
residential element is used in religious 
building. The old Javanese tradition fol
lowed the idea that "the higher the god, 
the more roofs there are", reflecting the 
interconnections of building details and 
the symbolic beliefs of tradition (Frits A. 
Wagner: Indonesia. The Art of an Island 
Group, New York 1959, p. 191). 

Herman S. Sudjono's Headquarters for 
Family Planning at Jalan M. T. Haryono 
in Jakarta has been interpreted as one of 
the most significant prototypes of a con
temporary use of traditional building ele
ments for a different and completely new 
building function. Not only is the type of 



Top and top right: Hariyanto Sudikontoro and 
Atelier 6: Mosque Said Naum, Jakarta. 
Photograph courtesy of Atelier 6. 
Top Jar r(ght: Herman S. Sudjono: Family Plan
ning Headquarters, Jakarta. Photograph courtesy oj 
Institute ~f Technology, Bandung. 
Above: WUa Wawo Runtu: Plan of the Tandjung 
Sari Hotel complex, Bali. 
Right: WUa Wawo Runtu: Tandjung Sari, Bali, 
a typical two storey guest bungalow. Photograph: 
S. CohnIAKAA. 

social institution innovative as a first arti
culation of its killd in Indonesia, it also 
exploits its traditional content in a new 
manner: past and present here establish an 
architecturally significant solution. 

Traditional aspects of contemporary 
Indonesian architecture find their most 
radical articulation in Wija Wawo Run
tu's Tandjung Sari Hotel in Bali built in 
intervals between the years 1961 and 
1978. As both architect and the client of 
the beach hotel, Runtu created an inti
mate atmosphere of a village type settle
ment which directly continues in plan 
and detail the Balinese tradition (see 
MIMAR 11,1984, p. 34-39). 

In opposition to tendencies in Indone
sian architecture that programmatically 
attempt to continue or reconstruct tradi
tional architectural forms are those which 
look for solutions in the spirit of interna
tional architecture. The architect Han 
A wal, who graduated from the Universi
ty of Delft in Holland, promotes an 
architecture which has little to do with 
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old Indonesian architectural traditions' in
stead, his buildings adjust to forms wllich 
exploit modem concepts. Examples are 
his Katholic University Atmajaya in 
Jakarta, his high school in Panguclli 
Luhur in Jakarta and other works in re
cent years in Serpong and Jawa Barat. 
His recent work rejects contextual con
figurations of the Indonesian past and in
stead establishes an architectural language 
which, in principle, could be placed 
everywhere. 

Several other new buildings in In
donesia follow the same line of thought. 
The Datascrip Building onJalan Angkasa 
in Jakarta Pusat of 1979 by the architect 
Nurrochman Siddharta, within the firm 
Atelier 6, created a contemporary office 
environment that only remotely relates to 
traditional Indonesian building forms. 
And Prowivohardjo's Lipi Headquarters 
Building in Jakarta of 1980-1983, for the 
same firm Atelier 6, advocates a solution 
on the basis of a contemporary language. 
Here a structure of 10 storeys in an oval
shaped plan serves modem office func
tions without any kind of integrating ele
ments of the local or regional past. The 
building was originally designed as part 
of a larger ensemble in which a tower 
was to be the dominating form. Yuswadi 
Saliya's Hilton Executive Club in Jakarta 
of 1973-1975 fmally achieves the desired 
unity that is necessary to bring old and 
new into harmony. By using pyramidal 
units that meet in a central terraced core, 

Top, left: Nun'ochman Siddharta and Atelier 6: 
Datascrip Building,jakmta 1980. 

Top: Dannaval1 Prawirohardjo and Atelier 6: 
Lipi Headquarters,jakarta 1982. 
Ahove: Yuswadi Saliya: Hilton Executive Club, 
jakarta (1973-1975) . 
Photographs courtesy ~f Atelier 6. 
R(ght, top m1d ahove: Tony Candrawinata: Rill
jani Court Housing, Semarm1g (1977). Photo
graph courtesy of Tony Candrawinata, Semarang. 

and by expanding the complex by means 
of gardens and pools, the tradition of 
Indonesian old architecture here has 
found a contemporary equivalent. 

In works by the architect Tony Can
drawinata, who was educated at the Uni
versity of New South Wales in Sydney, 
still another form of articulating the con
temporary scene is visible. Candrawinata 
built the Rinjani Court Housing in 
Semarang in 1977 in which Australian 
architectural pattems were imported to 
Indonesia and his work marks a trans
plantation of a building typology from 
another part of the world (u. Kulter
mann: Architekten der Dritten Welt, 
Cologne 1980, p. 134-138). 

The work of Adhi Moersid exploits 
two possibilities of present day Indone
sian architecture, one traditional the other 
modem, and both can be found side by 
side in different buildings. In his mosque 
in Jakarta of 1979-1980 he adapted tradi
tional roof structures of the Indonesian 
past in order to give shape to a contem
porary religious building type. On the 
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other hand, his complex of the airplane 
factory Nurtanio in Bandung is the com
petent solution of an industrial program
me in which tradition is transcended. 

T he work of perhaps the 
most important Indone
sian architect, Suyudi, 
shows the full harmony 
between traditional and 
contemporary elements. 

Suyudi, who was bom in 1927 and died 
some years ago, achieved the most con
vincing articulation to date of a contem
porary Indonesian architecture. As the 
most important architect of his genera
tion he was given the most prominent 
buildings the new country had to offer: 
thus the country's representational image 
has been shaped by its most significant 
architect. Suyudi studied at the School of 
Architecture in Bandung, and thereafter 
continued his studies in Paris, Delft and 
Berlin - achieving the most universal 
education possible during that time period. 
After his retum to Indonesia he worked for 
the firm Gubahlaras in Jakarta and soon 
was given the opportunity to design a 
series of buildings which today stand as 
landmarks: the National Parliament Build
ing, the Ministry of Forestry and the 
French Embassy, all in Jakarta, as well as 
buildings outside the country, such as the 
Indonesian Embassies in Belgrade, Yugos
lavia, and Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, the 
last completed in 1975. 
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L~fi, top and bottom: Adhi Moersid: Airplane 
foctory NUl1anio, Bandung. Photograph courtesy of 
Adhi Moersid, Jakarta. 
Top: Suyudi: ·Main Conference Hall, National 
Parliament, Jakarta. 
Above: S~lyudi: Ministry of Forestry, Jakarta. 
Below and bottom: Suyudi: Asean Headquarters, 
Jakarta {1978-1981}. 
Photographs courtesy if Gubahlams, Jakarta. 



Suyudi's architecture is the elaborate 
integration of elements of contemporary 
architectural form shaped in such a man
ner that functional requirements com
municate elements of tradition in a rear
ticulated manner. The over-hanging sun
screens covering the horizontally struc
tured windows in the Indonesian Embas
sy in Kuala Lumpur are one of the most 
spectacular examples in this regard and 
can be seen as a personal touch of the 
architect. Tradition here is fully incorpo
rated into a contemporary architectural 
identity rooted in the past, distinctly In
donesian and personally Suyudian. In his 
Main Conference Hall in the Parliament 
Building Complex in Jakarta, Suyudi 
created a monumental image by juxta
posing the two cantilevering shells of the 
symmetrical structure into an imposing 
representational symbol. 

The most recent tendencies ofIndone
sian architecture can best be signified by 
the works of Robi Sularto Sastrowar
doyo, who was born in 1938 and lives 
and works in Bali. Since 1965 he has been 
a member of Atelier 6, engaging in com
missions in Bali for the 'preservation of 
old temples, for contemporary construc
tions and also for buildings outside of the 
country such as the Indonesian Pavilion 
at Expo' 70 in Osaka, Japan, and-more 
recently- the Pavilion for the 1986 World 
Exposition in Vancouver, Canada. 

In Sularto's work, such as his own 
residence in Bali and a bank building in 
Denpasar, Bali, a synthesis of traditional 
elements derived from the careful study 
of local traditions, and the contemporary 
needs of a functional building in our time 

Above, left and above: Robi Sularto: Bank B/,/ild
ing in DenpasQl', Bali. Photograph: U Kulter
mann. 
Right, top: Peter Muller: Kayu Aya Hotel, Bali. 
Photograph courtesy oj Peter Muller, Sydney, 
R(r;ht, above: Low-cost housing, Jakarta (1985). 
Photograph: U Kultermann, 

has been achieved. For Sularto it is not 
the copying of forms of buildings or 
architectural details from the past, but the 
understanding of their essence in a spir
itual presence which counts in his design 
strategy for new buildings. Architecture 
for him is the congenial continuation of a 
great past even though the results may 
differ considerably in the formal appear
ance and in the use of materials. 

I t is a sign of great hope that major 
commissions for buildings in In
donesia were given to local 
architects and that only a small 
percentage of buildings, mostly = hotels, were commissioned to 

foreigners. This is not so in neighbouring 
countries like Malaysia, Singapore and 
Thailand where foreign ideas have much 
more strongly influenced the local 
architectural scene. Among the foreign 
contributions to contemporary Indone
sian architecture are the designs by 
American architects such as Bruce Gra
ham for Skidmore, Owings and Merrill 
(Hyatt International Hotel in Surabaya of 
1978) and Anthony Lumsden (Bank 
Burni Daya inJakarta of 1972-1976 and a 
commercial complex Gujah Mada in 
Jakarta of1977 as well as Harapan Plaza in 
Jakarta of 1977) and other projects and 
buildings by the Australian architect Peter 
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Muller (Kayu A ya Hotel in Bali) and the 
Chinese architect Tao Ho (extension to 
the Orchid Palace Hotel inJakarta of1978 
and interior renovation of the Orchid 
Plaza Hotel in Jakarta of 1979), and most 
recently a work in Jakarta by the Amer
ican architect Paul Rudolph. 

The American firm Killingworth, 
Stricker, Lindgren, Wilson and Associ
ates ' design for the Jakarta Hilton Hotel 
and especially the adjacent shopping 
bazaar was strongly influenced by origin
al stone carvings by Balinese craftsmen. 
In an interview the architect in charge, 
Edward Killingworth, put great emph
asis on this local contribution: "We used 
the Palace of Jogjakarta as inspiration for 
the lobby interiors at the Jakarta Hilton. 
We felt strongly that the lobby should 
reflect the warmth and the beauty of tra
ditional Indonesian architecture ... Three 
hundred native artists and craftsmen were 
brought in from Bali to develop the In
donesian Shopping Bazaar. They 
brought their stone with them. For a year 
they carved intricate shapes and patterns 
to create temple gates, bridges, bell tow
ers and other wonderful structures." (In
terview with Edward Killingworth, 
Architecture California January IFebruary 
1984, p. 20-23). 

It could be argued that his approach is 
not a continuation of Indonesian archi
tecture of the past, which is extremely 
difficult for Indonesians let alone fore
igners. There are fundamental differences 
between buildings by the most important 
Indonesian architects, such as Suyudi and 
Sularto and those by Killingworth and 
other foreign firms. The foreign firms 



rely on the touristic and surface applica
tion of traditional motifs, whereas the 
Indonesians produce a more genuinely 
contemporary Indonesian architecture. 

Another important fact has to be 
taken into consideration; contemporary 
Indonesian architecture cannot develop 
without the appropriate recognition of 
one of the most important challenges -
housing for the masses, which, unfortu
nately, is the least solved area of building 
in the country. Several recent low-cost 
housing complexes in the central urban 
area of Jakarta lack both the values that 
exist in rural settlements and a new social 
imagination. 

At the other end of the spectrum are 
governmental assistance programmes ill 
the slums to improve squatter settle
ments. Surprisingly, these programmes 
stand a much better chance to seriously 
deal with contemporary living conditions 
of the poor population. One of the prog
rammes - the Jakarta Kampung Im
provement Programme (KIP) - was 

awarded an Aga Khan A ward for 
Architecture in 1980 for a solution recog
nisedintemationally as one of the realistic 
alternatives to other government spon
sored housing systems. 

In comparison with other countries of 
the Third World and Southeast Asia, In
donesia can feel proud and confident to 
be in the position of solving many of its 
major problems. How much of its self
confidence is justified is open to debate. 
As elsewhere in the world, the balance 
and harmony between traditional values 
of the region and the needs and unpre
cedented demands of a new age has yet to 
be achieved. What counts now is to set 
new priorities different from those estab
lished after 1945 which leaned toward 
monumental representation. The new 
priorities necessarily have to tend toward 
social responsibilities and cultural values. 
The opportunities are there, and the re
sources are in place for a creative and excit
ing development that can, in the years to 
come, brmg forth appropriate results. 
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Left: Slum settlements, 
Jakm1a (photogl"aph oj1985). 
Pizotogmph: U. 
Kultenl1ann.. 
L eft, helow: Kampung 
Improvement Programme in 
Jakal"ta , awarded an Aga 
Khan Award for A,"Chitecture 
in 1980. Photograph courtesy 
~fthe Aga Khan Award for 
AJ"Chitecture. 
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